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The Wright Stuff 
       
           

A Word from Bob Wright 
      
 

 

Hope.  It is essentially what we (at the AACI/IWARC) invest 

our time, money and other resources in.  As I have stated 

many times, it may actually be the difference between life and 

death, healing and not, continuing or giving up.  It is, often, 

the thing that gets cancer patients over that last hill when so 

many other influences are pushing against them. 
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Truth, hope, and leadership.  That’s our mantra at the 

AACI/IWARC.  Hope sits in the middle of those three words; 

surrounded by the vehicles (truth and leadership) that carry hope 

to the desired result.  And, this is not by accident – nor is it 

incidental.  In essence, this is harmony at its absolute best.  

Someone needs to lead with honor and integrity.  We do that.  

The truth about cancer is what really matters regarding treatment 

and healing.  And, hope is spawned from the marriage of these 

ingredients that completes the formula for health and wellness.  

No, it’s not e=mc2.  Nonetheless, it is, in my estimation, way 

more important. 
 

Now, having outlined this belief in the veracity of hope, one 

must understand that “stand alone” hope is not the sole elixir of 

life or health.  Certainly not healing.  While including it in the 

process of healing, it possesses great power.  However, you can 

have all the hope in the world and it won’t stop you from walking 

off that cliff if you are paying no attention to the other true 

attributes of healing. 
 

Enter that “truth and leadership” thing.  The truth about healing 

begins with the understanding that chemotherapy (poison) and 

radiotherapy (radiation) cannot – and will not – heal a disease 

(cancer) that is caused by chemicals and radiation.  This 

proverbial “no brainer” seems to have by-passed some of the 

greatest minds in modern medicine.  And, without our doctor’s 

permission, we pay no mind to it either.  So much for brains. 

 

The studies are out there folks – and have been for some time 

now.  Chemotherapy not only does not heal cancer (it does kill 
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some cancer cells), it causes and spreads cancer.  “Google” it.  

Radiation does not heal cancer (it does kill some cancer cells), it 

causes and spreads cancer.  Once again, “Google” it and you will 

find the studies.  Yes, some people who undergo this onslaught 

to the human body do survive.  It is probable that they never had 

cancer in the first place (sometimes this happens), or it was a 

slow growing or not growing cancer, or it was one of the very 

few rare types of cancer that respond to these treatments for a 

time.  Remember, you only have to be perceived (not proven) to 

be cancer free for five years from diagnosis to be “declared” 

cancer free.  Actually, that can’t be proven as the equipment to 

do total diagnostic procedures like this does not yet exist – 

except with Thermography – and oncologists don’t use 

Thermography. 
 

So medically (allopathically), one can do everything right and 

still walk off the cliff.  Hope in something as unprovable and 

abstract as chemo and radiation is not really hope at all.  It is the 

wrong formula that has removed the “truth” and “leadership” 

and substituted a combination of “falsehoods” and “but that’s 

the way we’ve always done it” into the equation.  The physics 

doesn’t work there as an incorrect formula has been postulated.  

And the world doesn’t seem to know it.  Talk about blind faith.  

While it is “hoped for,” the substance is not there (Biblical). 
 

Now I present to you the formulation that works almost all the 

time because the constituents of the equation serve to produce 

virtually the same result all the time.  Please note that this is not 

anecdotal evidence as the “powers-that-be” would like you to 

believe as the double-blind, placebo-controlled studies do not 
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exist.  The real and true evidence is presented through the healed 

bodies of thousands upon thousands who invested their hope in 

the true tenants of healing.  This is called empirical evidence – 

regardless of what the PTB says. 

 

Therefore, in its purest form, Healing (H) equals Truth (t) plus 

Hope (h) plus Leadership (l), or H = t + h + l.  In my estimation 

this is always true and irrefutable.  I’m going with it.  I hope you 

are, too.  Blessings! 
 

 

Bob Wright 

Director and Founder 

American Anti-Cancer Institute 

International Wellness & Research Center 

www.americanaci.org 

info@americanaci.org  

Author: “Killing Cancer – Not People”  

 

Support Our Mission! 
 

 

 

Click HERE to Donate Now! 
 

 

http://www.americanaci.org/
http://www.americanaci.org/
http://www.americanaci.org/aaci-friends-and-donors.html
http://www.americanaci.org/aaci-friends-and-donors.html
http://www.americanaci.org/aaci-friends-and-donors.html
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Finally, Soy Truth 

 
Amazing as it may seem, Angelina Jolie’s Breast Surgeon has 

revealed the real truth about soy (on National T.V.) that so many 

in America (mostly our doctors) are battling with today.  Here at 

the AACI, we started telling you years and years ago why soy was 

one of the most anti-cancer foods on the face of the earth.  Gee, I 

guess we were right.  Of course, 95% of the soy grown in North 

America is genetically modified and is NOT good for you.  Sadly, 

most of the rest is treated with hexane or other poisons and it is 

not good for you either.  However, if you can find organic soy, 

fermented soy, or soy that is monitored from seed to harvest and 

certified clean, know that it is good for you and always has been.  

That, ladies and gentlemen, is why we forward the Reliv Products 

and have compiled volumes of testimonials about their efficacy in 

the human body and with the immune system (no, we don’t say 

they heal anything).  This is so important, that I dedicated a whole 

chapter to soy and the Reliv supplements in the Third Edition of 

“Killing Cancer – Not People.”  See Chapter Seven. 

  

The first half of this video is largely bunk – so you know.  This 

doctor does say that the percentage of cancers that are genetically 

caused is only about 5-10%.  Kudos to her for that.  View this short 

video that follows so that you, too, can dispel the myth that soy is 

bad for you.  And, ladies, please give great consideration to having 

prophylactic bilateral mastectomy if you are diagnosed with breast 

cancer.  We have heard that doctors are still doing these – even 

with a diagnosis of ductile carcinoma in situ (DCIS) which is no 

longer considered cancer, just a pre-cancerous condition.  Get a 
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second opinion, then a third.  Then talk to us.  We will tell you the 

truth.  The decision, however, is yours – not ours.  Also, consider 

Thermography instead of Mammography – even the new 3D 

mammography that this doctor is now recommending.  Get away 

from the radiation and look for real “early detection.”  Click on 

the link here to see the video.  Thanks to my good friend, Dave 

Zuro, for bringing this video to our attention. Blessings. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Want to learn more about the AACI? 
 

Visit our web site at: 
 

www.AmericanACI.org 

➢ Educate yourself and take 
control of your own health! 

➢ Meet our specialists. 

➢ Learn about recommended 

products. 

➢ Read stories of survival and 

triumph.  

➢ GET INVOLVED! 

http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/video/angelina-jolies-doctor-shares-tips-prevent-breast-cancer-50243366
http://www.americanaci.org/
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Testimonials 
 

Stage 4 Breast Cancer 
 

AACI/IWARC note: Folks, some of you may wonder why we 

keep promoting ionized water, specifically Kangen Water.  

Well, because it works. That’s why.  No, it doesn’t heal 

anything, no one can say that.  But it does help to restore the 

human immune system, the only thing that does heal us.  And 

the science behind this water (Chapter 6 in my book) is 

irrefutable.  It also works to re-enable our broken epigenetic 

systems, i.e., our hormonal pathways, detoxification pathways, 

enzymatic pathways, etc., which break down or become slow 

and sluggish because we continue to not eat and drink right, 

allow our bodies to become toxic, and don’t exercise.  Below 

are two more of the thousands of testimonials that we have 

received or heard about regarding this water.  And, they keep 

coming. 
  

Background: 

AACI/IWARC Ambassador Jun’s mother, Yeung Sau Yung, age 

78, was diagnosed with stage 4 breast cancer in 2011 after a biopsy 

& MRI in Hong Kong QE Hospital. The oncologist proposed an 

immediate mastectomy to remove her right breast with tumors and 

thereafter continue treatment with chemotherapy and radiation. 

Oncologists had given my mother 3-6 months to live, without any 

medical treatment. 
 

AACI Protocol: 
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Knowing the negative effect of chemo and radiation therapies, my 

mother decided not to follow that medical treatment but instead 

began following AACI’s number one protocol of drinking Kangen 

water. The only medical issue she has experienced is a localized 

would where the tumor is located.  Due to her advanced age, the 

hospital is provided a nurse to clean and dress her breast wound 

with strong Kangen acidic water pH 2.5, three times per week. 

 

Conclusion: 

With the wonderful 

Grace of God, 6 years 

later, on October 24, 

2017, the Oncologist at 

QE hospital declared 

that my mother, now 

age 84, is free of cancer 

because her breast 

wound with tumor had 

completely dried up 

and reduced in size. 

The oncologist 

concluded that all 

cancer cells are dead 

for more than a 5 years 

period. 

 

Prepared & Testified by: 

AACI Ambassador Jun Leung/John Lim 

27th October 2017 
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Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma Stage 4 

 

Patient:  

Mr. Terence Fung from Hong Kong, age 48 

 

Background:  

In September 2015, I kept getting sharp pain in my left ear. After 

a medical examination, I was diagnosed with stage 4 nose cancer. 

That same month, I began to follow the oncologist’s 

recommendation and underwent 11 rounds of chemotherapy in 

September 2015 and followed by 36 times radiation treatments in 

January 2016. The side effects were torturing; I was suffering 

from anosmia, a complete loss of smell of food and taste disorders. 

The left side of my face was numbed by 50%. My mouth produced 

limited saliva whenever I ate food, which led to nutrient 

absorption problems. I found it difficult to drink and eat because 

of many mouth ulcers, causing severe pain. My weight was 

reduced drastically by 34 lbs. from 154 lbs. to 120 lbs. 

 

Turning Point of His Life: 

A friend introduced me to Kangen water and I bought the machine 

for drinking, cooking and brewing Chinese medicine for 

consumption. After 3 months, my left facial numbness 

disappeared, and I began producing more saliva when I consumed 

food. The food started to taste better, and anosmia resolved.  

Kangen water has improved my digestion system for better 

absorption of nutrients. I have regained most of my weight back 

and am now 148 lbs.  
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After a medical examination, the oncologist declared that I am 

now free of cancer. 

 

To watch a recent 

personal interview, 

click here to watch 

the interview in 

English/Chinese. 

The video was 

filmed on October 

26, 2017 at the 

Amazing Team’s 

office in Hong Kong 

with Terence and 

AACI Ambassador 

John Lim. Terence 

said that when a 

person has cancer, 

his absorption of 

nutrients from food 

is weak. With more 

consumption of Kangen water, the nutrient absorption increases 

and that leads to incremental gain of body weight back to normal. 

It also aids in detoxification. He now recommends Kangen water 

to his friends and relatives.  

 
 

Testimony prepared by: Terence Fung 

Administered by: AACI Ambassador John Lim 

Date: October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/6rXrt6sC9-c
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Veto: California Senate Bill 649 
 

AACI/IWARC note: To all of our readers that participated in 

helping to defeat this bill – a great big THANKS! 

 

Dear Bob, 
  

I want to again thank you for all your efforts (including posting 

Anna Louise's blog on your newsletter) for helping to defeat 

California's SB649 (see attached).  You may want to include this 

great news in your upcoming newsletter. 
  
All the best, 
  
David 

 
 

Is Organic Food Better? 
 

About a year ago a study came out of the Bay Area stating 

that organic food was really no better than non-organic.  

Of course, it was totally bogus and put out by shills of the 

Food Industry.  Our good friend, Erik Peper, is the 

Professor of Holistic Health at San Francisco State 

University (among many other titles) and offers several 

other studies that say exactly the opposite – with proof.  

Hit the link here for this information – and, hit back at 

those who try to continually misinform you and the public 

that non-organic and organic are the same. 

https://peperperspective.com/2017/10/27/yes-fresh-organic-food-is-better/
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Vaccines – More Proof and Truth 
 

Sayer Ji of GreenMedInfo is probably one of the smartest persons I 

know.  He is steeped in wisdom, knowledge, understanding and, most 

important – truth.  That’s what we value above all.  He and his 

organization have been on the front lines in the daily battle to reveal 

truth while “outing” the increasing lies coming from those who want it 

their way – regardless of their false message with no proof to back it 

up.  Just because you say it doesn’t make it so.  Click on the article 

below for another heavy dose of unrighteousness at its worst and what 

power and money will do to skewer truth. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

©Thursday, August 29th 2013  GreenMedInfo LLC. This work is reproduced and distributed 

with the permission of GreenMedInfo LLC. Want to learn more from GreenMedInfo? Sign up 

for the newsletter here http://www.greenmedinfo.com/greenmed/newsletter. 

http://www.greenmedinfo.com/
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/unicef-surveils-defames-health-sites-over-vaccines-greenmedinfo-motheringcom
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/greenmed/newsletter
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Silver Angel 
 

I can truthfully say that if you do not have at least one bottle 

of Silver Angel (ionic silver – the best kind) in your medicine 

cabinet – you and your family are running at risk. 

  

In case you haven’t heard, antibiotics virtually don’t work 

anymore – the pathogens have adapted.  Silver, in its right 

form, kills almost every pathogen known to man, and that 

includes bacteria, fungus, viruses, and parasites.  If you have 

deep-seeded, tiny bacteria that hide in the most remote 

crevices of the human body (like Lyme Disease), or an 

overwhelming amount of fungus (like candida), it may take a 

little longer, but silver will root out these invaders and 

suffocate them.  Silver will do wonders for burns, cuts, 

scrapes, sore throats, thrush (candida in the throat), MRSA, 

flesh-eating bacteria, and the lists goes on.  Folks, think 

seriously about this.  I have used it for food poisoning and it 

worked very rapidly.  

  

If it was me, I would throw most of that commercial, worthless 

junk out of my cupboard and fill up with Silver Angel.  Oh, 

actually, I have already done that. 

  

CJ will get you the Silver Angel and answer your questions.  

Her last special was a hit, so she is extending it to you for a 

while longer.  Ask for a quantity discount, as well, and say that 

Bob sent you.  Call 719-487-3083 or email CJ at 

eutropheanhealth@aol.com. 



 
A financial service for using life insurance today™ 
For millions of people who are living with a serious illness such as cancer, heart 

disease, Alzheimer’s or AIDS, the high cost of medical care can quickly deplete 

essential resources.  The same is true for many people over the age of 75 who have 

complicating health factors.  Just putting money aside for basic expenses such as 

groceries and mortgage payments can be a challenge.  LIBI gives people a place to turn 

for additional resources.  Through a financial service called a viatical settlement, we 

enable people to sell their current life insurance policies for a percentage of the total 

face value.  The money people receive may be used for any 

purpose and, in most cases, is free of federal income tax 

obligations. 
 

LIBI can help open the door to new 
possibilities—such as fewer financial worries, 
new options for medical care and additional 
resources to share with family and friends. 

 
All of us have our own sense of what’s important, whether 

it’s reaching a long-held goal, spending time with family 

and friends or enjoying the simple pleasures of each day. 

 

What sets Life Insurance 
Buyers, Inc. apart 
People place their trust and confidence in LIBI for many 

reasons—the financial strength and stability of our 

company, the experience and commitment of our people, 

the range and quality of our services, and the leadership 

and integrity of our organization. These are the qualities 

that set LIBI apart as the industry’s top broker. LIBI has 

helped convert millions in policies into accessible funds for 

hundreds of individuals in need. In every relationship, we 

take the time to learn what’s most important to our clients 

and to provide them with the resources they need, in a 

timely and confidential manner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Working with 
cancer patients and 

their families for 
over 15 years. 

Sponsor Highlight 



People who put clients’ needs first 
We truly understand that people place their trust in us every day—to treat them 

fairly, to deliver what we promise and to be there when they need us.  Our mission 

is to live up to those expectations every time, without exception.  That commitment 

is demonstrated through the professionalism and compassion of our owners.  For 

individuals who are considering a viatical settlement, their personal representative 

provides a voice of understanding and serves as a trusted resource for help and 

information. 

 

Leadership that makes a difference 
At LIBI, we operate with the highest ethical standards, carefully protecting the interests 

of our clients. To us, that means maintaining 

strict client confidentiality, offering fair 

payment for policies and encouraging 

 

From the first call to LIBI, each 
client works with a single client 

service representative, who is there 
to help every step of the way. 

 
effective regulation of our industry.  We work closely with the National Association 

of Insurance Commissioners as well as federal and state governments to promote 

meaningful regulation of viatical settlements. LIBI works with numerous not-for-profit 

organizations across the country to help educate and inform the community about this 

important financial resource. 

 

What’s important? 
Choosing a company you trust.  At LIBI, our strength, people, service and leadership 

make a difference to our clients and set us apart as the nation’s leading broker of 

viatical settlements.  We encourage you to find out more about how we can help you 

ro someone you know. 

Please visit us at 
www.lifeinsurancebuyers.com 

Please take a moment to call Greg or Linda toll free at: 
1.800.936.5508 

http://www.lifeinsurancebuyers.com/
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Send check or money order to:  

American Anti-Cancer Institute 

P. O. Box 13117 

Everett, WA 98206 
  

Or  
  

ORDER ONLINE NOW!  

Just click HERE! 
 

 
   

$22.95 USD 

plus $5.00 Shipping/Handling 
 

Or if you prefer to read the book on your 

own computer, get our E-book for only 

$19.95 USD! 
 

Available in PDF, ePub and Kindle 

formats.  Click here to order. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

WHAT WOULD THE AUTHOR,  

BOB WRIGHT, DO IF HE HAD 

CANCER? The "Wright Stuff," 

of course! 
 

IN THIS BOOK:  

• Read meticulously documented Truth 

about the AACI Cancer Paradigm and 

what it means for you and your family. 
 

• Be amazed by doctors and medical 

professionals who know this Truth – some 

want you to know it, and some don't... Learn 

why. 
 

• Learn what you absolutely must do and 

stop doing if you have cancer right now, and 

what you must do for cancer prevention.  
 

• Understand detoxification and the cancer 

diet in plain English. 
 

• Learn about the American Anti-Cancer 

Clinic: situated within a 100-acre plus 

cancer-healing complex in the Pacific 

Northwest, to which cancer victims can 

come from all over the world where all their 

needs will be met—medical, educational and 

nutritional, at less than one tenth the cost of 

current cancer care today. We believe that 

"if we build it, they will come!" 
 

This Book represents our "bread and butter" 

fundraiser, so we greatly appreciate your 

purchase and thank you for supporting the 

AACI.  $12 of each book is tax deductible as 

a donation to the AACI under IRS Code 

501© (3). 

http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-softcover.html
http://www.americanaci.org/get-the-e-book-document.html
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